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Conclusion

• SML-APT achieves faster convergence by exploiting a negative phase
sampler with increased ergodicity.

•Key to APT is the notion of return time minimization.

• Fewer and more intuitive hyper-parameters: βi, r̄min, βM .

•Ongoing work: repeat these experiments on real-world dataset.
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Observations
Fraction of “up” particles

(a) SML-APT (b) SML-PT 50

• SML-APT achieves an fup which is linear in the index i.

• SML-APT required approximately 20 parallel chains.

• Linear spacing of βi does not yield a linear fup, even with 50 chains.

→ This leads to increased return times for SML-PT 50.

Return Time

(c) Return Time
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(d) Evolution of T

• Fig. 2(c): SML-APT achieves a return-time comparable to SML-PT
10 while outperforming SML-PT 50 in terms of likelihood.

• Fig. 2(d): The optimal set T evolves during training.

Average Swap Statistics

(e) SML-APT (f) SML-PT 20 (g) SML-PT 50

• Fig. 2(e): Optimizing T leads to temperatures pooling around the
bottleneck. SML-APT achieves this with relatively few chains.

• Fig. 2(f)-2(g): SML-PT fails to capture this phenomenon.
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Results
We evaluate our algorithm on the following synthetic dataset:

•Online dataset of 28x28 images.

•Mixture model fX(x) =
∑5
m=1wmfYm(x) (modes shown below). a

• Images are sampled from fX with probability pm of flipping each bit.

We train a 10 hidden unit RBM using SML, SML-PT with 10/20/50
chains and SML-APT and report the exact training likelihood.

We tested the following hyper-parameters:

• 105 updates, mini-batches of size 5, learning rates in {10−3, 10−4}, β
learning rates in {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}.
• Results are averaged over 5 different runs.

afX(x) =
∑5

m=1wmfYm(x) with
w = [0.3314, 0.2262, 0.0812, 0.0254, 0.3358] and p = [0.0001, 0.0137, 0.0215, 0.0223, 0.0544].
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Return Time and Avg. Swap Rates (ctd.)

(a) DEO Algorithm (b) Return Time vs. Swap Proposals

Figure 1: Taken from Lingenheil et al., “Efficiency of exchange schemes
in replica exchange”. RNN (diamonds), APE (squares), SEO (triangles),
DEO (circles). [4]

APT optimizes the temperature set T with fixed bounds β1 and βM , and
a fixed number of chains M .

Choice of bounds:

• β1 = 1, βM is hyper-parameter of algorithm.

Choice of M :

•Optimal M will vary during training.

• Exploit broad maximum in DEO curve of Fig.1(b).
→ Start with initial value M = M0.
→Maintain a target average swap rate r̄min.

•Whenever r̄ =
∑
i ri < r̄min, spawn chain (βj + βj+1)/2 such that:

j = argmaxi(|fup(i)− fup(i + 1)|),
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Return Time and Avg. Swap Rates
Another factor influencing return time is the swap proposal step [4]:

• Random Next Neighbor (RNN): pick neighboring random pairs for
swap proposal.

•All-Pair Exchange (APE): consider all pairs randomly.

• Stochastic Even-Odd (SEO): stochastically swap all even OR odd
pairs.

•Deterministic Even-Odd (DEO): swap all even AND odd pairs in se-
quence.
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Online APT
We cannot perform Ns steps in the inner-loop of SML ! We therefore
adapt APT to the online setting as follows:

•Maintain a counter τk for each particle xk.

• Increment τk at every Gibbs step.

• Reset τk when xk is labeled “down” and is swapped into β1.

• τ̃rt =
∑
k τk is a lower-bound of the average return time τrt.

→ nup and ndown can be tracked by performing an exponential moving
average with time constant τ̃rt.

If an “up” particle reaches the i-the chain, we update nup as follows:

nt+1
u (i) = ntu(i)(1− 1/τ̂ trt) + 1/τ̂ trt,

Temperature set T is minimized by stochastic gradient descent:

βt+1
i = βti + µ(β′i − β

t
i),

where µ is a learning rate, and β′i are the optimal inverse temperature set
as proposed by the original APT algorithm [3].
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Adaptive Parallel Tempering (APT)
Given a fixed set of M temperatures, we optimize the temperature set T
in order to minimize the average return time.

up down

β1

βM

τk=0 τk=2 τk=4 τk=6

return time

nup ndown

For Ns sampling updates:

•Assign an “up” label to particles who last visited β1.

•Assign a “down” label to particles who last visited βM .

•After each PT step:
⇒ Count number of “up” and “down” particles at each βi.
⇒Maintain histograms nu(i) and nd(i).

Now define the fraction of up-moving particles as:

fup(i) =
nu(i)

nu(i) + nd(i)
⇒ fup(β1) = 1, fup(βM ) = 0

fup defines a probability distribution over [β1, βM ]. New temperature
set is chosen as the ordered set β′ which assigns equal probability mass
to each chain.

This yields an fup curve which is linear in the chain index.
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SML with Parallel Tempering (SML-PT)
• Create an extended system by introducing an inverse temperature pa-

rameter βi.

pti(x) =
exp(−βiE(x))

Z(βi)
with βi ∈ T

T = {B1, . . . , BM |Bi ≥ Bj for i < j; i, j ∈ [1,M ],M ∈ N}

•High temperatures smooth the distribution, leading to better mixing.

• Cross-temperature state swaps are proposed between neighboring
particles with probability min(1, r) [2]:

r =
ptk(xk+1)ptk+1

(xk)

ptk(xk)ptk+1
(xk+1)

= exp((βk − βk+1) · (E(xk)− E(xk+1))).

•Algorithm: (1) perform k-steps of Gibbs sampling (2) propose swaps
between neighboring chains (3) use x0 in update Eq. 1 (4) repeat.
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Background
We consider log linear models parameterized by θ
with energy function E(x), such that:

p(x) =
1

Z(θ)
exp(−E(x)), with

E(x) = −
∑
k

θkφk(x) and Z(θ) =
∑
x

exp(−E(x)).

With θ = {W,b, c} and φ(v,h) = (hvT ,h,v), we obtain the energy
formulation of the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM):

E(v,h) = −(hTWv + hTb + vTc).

The maximum likelihood gradient is given by:

∂ log p(v)

∂θ
= −

∑
h

p(h|v)
∂E(v,h)

∂θ
+
∑
v

∑
h

p(v,h)
∂E(v,h)

∂θ
.

Stochastic Maximum Likelihood or PCD [7]:
Stochastic updates for training example v(i) are of the form:

θ ← θ + η
(
φ(v(i),h(i))− φ(ṽ, h̃)

)
(1)

with learning rate η, h(i) ∼ p(h|v = v(i)) and h̃ ∼ p(h|v = ṽ).
ṽ is obtained by simulating a Markov chain whose invariant distribu-
tion is p(v). Given state ṽt of Markov chain, perform k steps of Gibbs
sampling to obtain ṽ = ṽt+k, and assume the chain has converged.
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Abstract
•Using tempering in the negative phase of SML has proven success-

full at offsetting the loss of ergodicity incurred by the sampler during
learning. [8, 1, 6, 5]

• SML-PT is still no panacea. (1) It requires careful hand-tuning of
temperatures and (2) imposes a trade-off between computational and
statistical performance.

• SML-APT addresses these issues by optimizing the temperature set
automatically and attempting to minimize the number of chains used.
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